
Novelty!

we reinvented cement.



Rayher creative cement – 
the ›carefree cement‹…
Rayher creative cement is 
contaminant-free, nearly 
dustless and ready to use.
It can be handled without 
protective clothing and you 
only need water to mix to 
start working. Being 
creative was never easier.

All you need:
Rayher creative cement (1*), 
water (2), spatula (3), 
mould of your choice(4+5) –  
Eventually some adhesive 
tape, cutter and oil, for lining 
and oiling the mould, 
sandpaper.

You are creative! Let it out…
Be your own designer! The Rayher creative cement 
makes it easier as ever before to create wonderful 
home decor pieces or a little give-away. 
  The secret ingredient in the recipe, which was 
specially developed for creative designing: The Rayher 
creative cement is based on plastic cement. It is 
contaminant-free, nearly dustless and ready to use – 
that is why it is so easy to use.
  Made for all who want to be creative without 
having to carry heavy sacks or trying a lot. 

It is this easy to start:
You do not need much, to get started: The Rayher 
creative cement already contains all you need. 
You just have to add water, mix it with the spatula 
and pour it into the prepared mould.
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Cement yourself something beautiful…
With the Rayher creative cement it is really easy, 
to turn your design ideas into reality: Add water, mix, 
pour. Everyone can use the Rayher creative cement.
  The Rayher creative cement is labeling free and 
dries quickly - in contrast to ordinary cement or con-
crete. Depending on the size, you can already deform 
the finished object about 3 hours after pouring the 
cement into the mould. 
  And now you can start decorating your artwork. 
For example with Rayher chalky finish, with Rayher 
deco metal or with other creative techniques. 
And this as well does not have to be hard or extensive. 
Like this wonderful decorative or give away ideas 
arise, that not only you will love…

Which molds are suitable 
Rayher has many different products and molding 
forms in the assortment, which are suitable for the 
creative cement. The different Rayher plastic 
moulding forms are ideal.
  But also paper-mâché and wooden products are 
suitable forms. And also everything you can find in 
your household...1
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It is so easy to mould 
cement: Prepare the mould, 
mix the cement with water 
(1). Pour cement into the 
mould, eventually set in place 
the contrasting mould and 
weigh it down (2). After 
hardening thoroughly, 
deform the mould (3). 
Your Artwork can now be 
painted or decorated (4).

Even more forms
In every household you can 
find objects that can be used 
as moulds. Just have a look!...

Inspirations:
To mould the cement you can 
use e.g. plastic moulding forms 
(1+5), paper-mâché forms 
(2+4), or wooden forms (3). 
The molds are reusable.
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↓ Art. 62 594 000 ↑ Art. 71 075 00

↓ Art. 81 122 00 ↑ Art. 31 170 00 ↓ Art. 31 177 00



Listen to the Artist in you: 
Let him concrete...
There’s no limit for your 
phantasy: The Rayher 
Creative cement is suitable 
for solid objects (like this 
planter containers) as well as 
for filigree motives.

↖ Art. 39 127 37



Creative design ideas
Simple basic forms are only the first step. With a little 
effort you can create real interesting patterns and 
then embellish your work.
  It’s enough to have sandpaper, brushes, paint and 
Rayher Deco metal for decorations. Let’s start...

Patterns made easy:
Get interesting prints useing 
bast strings (2) or grids (3).
Our nature gives us count-
less further possibilities (4). 
Additionally you can decorate 
your work with the Rayher 
Deco metal (4+5). 

Here’s how to do it:
With sandpaper you can 
remove burrs, which can 
arise when moulding (1). 
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Creative possibilities: 
After moulding you can design 
your work just as you desire, 
let it be “natural cement” (6), 
paint it (7+9) or decorate it 
extravagant (8). You can get 
all needed products at 
Rayher Hobby.
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Cement becomes socially acceptable
From the practical basic commodity to real works of 
arts, from a present for any eventuality to a valuable 
designer piece – with the Rayher creativ cement 
everything is possible, everything is feasible.
  Be your own designer. Rayher creative cement 
gives your phantasy a helping hand – let your 
imagination run wild...
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Endless ideas...
Lend wings to your phantasy, mould 
your ideas in forms – with the Rayher 
creative cement! Find design examples 
and instructions on our homepage.
We are also interested in your ideas, 
suggestions and photos...
What are you designing with the 
Rayher creative cement? Please send 
your photos, suggestions and ideas to:
idee@rayher-hobby.de 

Creative cement bucket 1kg
Item 34 152 000 (6) 

Creative cement bucket 2,5kg
Item 34 153 000 (3) 

Creative cement complete set “Bowl”
250 g cement incl. Accessories
Item 34 154 000 (3) 
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rayher hobby. we reinvented the cement.
You can find the creative cement at all good assorted 
arts-and-craft-retailers.

www.rayher-hobby.de
Find further material specifications and 
instructions on our website.Registered for the 
newsletter and never miss any information!
Creative hotline: +49 (0) 73 92 - 7005-555
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